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1.  SATYENDRANATH BOSE 

CONTEXT:       

129th birth anniversary of Satyendra Nath Bose was celebrated. 

ABOUT SATYENDRANATH BOSE:                 

ü Satyendranath Bose (1894-1974) was an Indian Physicist best known for his role in 

particle Physics.  

ü He was  born in Calcutta; he was the eldest of the 7 children of his father 

Surendranath Bose. Bose was a specialist in mathematical physics.  

ü A fellow of the Royal Society, Bose was awarded Padma Vibhushan in 1954, 

incidentally, the Padma Vibhushan was awarded for the first time in 1954 only.  

ü Bose never received a doctorate nor was he awarded a Nobel Prize. He is largely 

forgotten and Nobel Committee has recognized all other scientists that did work on 

the concept, whose historic father was Satyendra Nath Bose. 

HIS CONTRIBUTIONS: 

ü Meghnad Saha was his classmate and J C Bose as his teacher. In 1921, he joined the 

then newly created Dacca University as Reader in Physics. While teaching, he wrote a 

paper for deriving the Planck’s Law. His paper was titled ‘Planck’s Law and Light 

Quantum Hypothesis.‘ 

ü In 1900, Max Planck had explained in the theory of black body radiation that light is 

emitted in discrete amounts (quanta) rather than as a continuous wave. But his 

derivation of this formula was not satisfactory to other scientists, in fact even to 

himself. Later, Albert Einstein explained the photoelectric effect based on Planck’s 

quanta as photons in 1905 in a paper. Einstein was awarded the Nobel Prize for this 

paper, not for his papers on Relativity!  

ü However, many of his colleagues were not fully convinced of his yet-to-be-developed 

photon theory. Under these circumstances, Bose re-sent the paper to Albert Einstein in 

June 1924, with a fervent appeal for his perusal. Einstein immediately recognised the 

significance of this paper. This paper was going  to substantiate and revolutionise his 

theory of photoelectric effect. Einstein himself translated Bose’s paper into German 

and sent it to Zeitschrift für Physik with his endorsement for publication. With his 



demigod status, Einstein’s words carried much weight. It was promptly published, and 

immediately Bose shot into prominence. 

ü After this, Einstein personally invited Bose to work with him, and their efforts 

culminated in the Bose-Einstein statistics, an important and seminal phenomenon in 

quantum physics. His work was wholeheartedly supported and appreciated by the 

leading lights in quantum theory, such as Louise de Broglie, Erwin Schroedinger, 

Paul Dirac and Heisenburg. 

ü In honour of Bose’, Paul Dirac coined the word ‘Boson’ for those particles which 

obey Bose’s statistics. In atomic theory, only Fermions (named after Enrico Fermi) 

and Bosons were named after physicists. 

 

 

 

 

 2.  THE CROATIA TO BECOME EU 
MEMBER

 

CONTEXT:  

Croatia adopted the euro and removed dozens of border checkpoints to become the 27th 

nation to join Europe's passport-free Schengen zone. 

ABOUT EUROPEAN UNION: 

ü The European Union is a group of 28 countries that operate as a cohesive economic 

and political block. 

ü 19 of these countries use euro as their official currency.  9 EU members (Bulgaria, 

Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Sweden, and the 

United Kingdom) do not use the euro. 

ü The EU grew out of a desire to form a single European political entity to end centuries 

of warfare among European countries that culminated with World War II and 

decimated much of the continent. 

ü The EU has developed an internal single market through a standardized system of 

laws that apply in all member states in matters, where members have agreed to act as 

one. 



ü In 2012, the EU was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for advancing the causes of 

peace, reconciliation, democracy and human rights in Europe. 

FORMATION OF EU: 

ü The EU dates back to 1950 as the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) 

formed with only six countries: Belgium, France, Italy, West Germany, Netherlands, 

and Luxembourg. This ‘Treaty of Paris’ took effect in 1952   

ü ECSC, European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC), and European Economic 

Community (EEC) were formed by the Treaty of Rome (1957). These three 

communities are merged under common institutions forming the European 

Community (EC) under the Merger treaty in 1965, Brussels  

ü Eventually, EC started to see its expansion with Denmark, Ireland, and the UK as its 

members in 1973, followed by Greece in 1981and Portugal and Spain as members in 

1986  

ü ‘The Schengen Agreement’ was signed on June 14, 1985, to abolish the national 

borders to build the free movement across Europe known as the ‘Schengen Area’ 

ü Except for Ireland, the remaining 26 countries of the EU are part of the Schengen 

Agreement along with some of the non-EU countries, including Iceland, Norway, 

Liechtenstein, etc.   

ü The ‘Maastricht Treaty’ established the European Union with effect in 1993, and the 

common single currency ‘EURO’ debuted  

ü Today EURO is the shared official currency of 19 EU members known collectively as 

the eurozone  

ü Further, many countries came to join the EU in 2004 and 2007, which resulted in the 

present EU community 

ü ‘Treaty of Lisbon increased the powers of the European Parliament in 2009 to 

negotiate and sign international treaties. 

THE SCHENGEN AREA: 

ü The Schengen Area is a visa-free travel zone made up of 26 European nations – 22 

EU states and four other nations Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland. 

ü Citizens from these countries are permitted free movement of travel inside the area’s 

single external border because the internal borders have been abolished.  



ü The border-free Schengen Area guarantees free movement to more than 400 million 

EU citizens, as well as to many non-EU nationals, businessmen, tourists or other 

persons legally present on the EU territory.  

ü As well as passport-free travel, the Schengen Agreement also demands nations adopt 

common rules on migration, allowing refugees and those on visas to move freely. 

ü This agreement also allows police to chase suspected criminals across borders and 

access a shared database of wanted people and stolen objects.  

ü The Schengen Agreement allows states to reinstate checks for reasons of “public 

policy or national security” for up to 10 days. This can be extended for up to a 

maximum of two years in “exceptional circumstances”. 

 

 

 3.  BAD LOANS 

CONTEXT:  

Finance Minister told Parliament that banks had written off bad loans worth Rs.10,09,511 

crore during the last five fi nancial years. A National Asset Reconstruction Company Ltd. 

(NARCL) was announced in the Union Budget for 2021-2022 to resolve stressed loans 

amounting to about ₹2 lakh crore in phases.  

BAD LOANS:         

ü A bad loan is that which has not been ‘serviced’ for a certain period. Servicing a loan 

is paying back the interest and a small part of the principal — depending on the 

agreement between bank and borrower — to begin with so that over time, you pay 

back the principal as well as the interest accrued in the duration. 

ü In 2009, the RBI brought out norms that set out categories of NPAs and what banks 

must do as these bad loans aged.  

ü Bad loans are a problem, for, with time, there is less and less certainty that the loan 

would be paid back in full. 



ü The RBI’s master circular in 2009 started off the journey on NPA recognition.  It 

states that if an asset has been ‘doubtful’ for a certain period, the value of that asset 

must be provided for in parts, as the asset ages.  

CLASSIFICATION: 

Banks are required to classify NPAs further into Substandard, Doubtful and Loss assets. 

ü Substandard assets: Assets which has remained NPA for a period less than or equal to 

12 months. 

ü Doubtful assets: An asset would be classified as doubtful if it has remained in the 

substandard category for a period of 12 months. 

ü Loss assets: As per RBI, “Loss asset is considered uncollectible and of such little 

value that its continuance as a bankable asset is not warranted, although there may be 

some salvage or recovery value.” 

NATIONAL ASSET RECONSTRUCTION COMPANY: 

ü National Asset Reconstruction Company Ltd.(NARCL), India’s first-ever Bad Bank, 

was set up in 2021, and RBI has recently granted the same under the SARFAESI Act 

2002. 

ü If the bad bank is unable to sell the bad loan or has to sell it at a loss, then the 

government guarantee will be invoked. 

ü To manage assets with the help of market professionals and turnaround experts, the 

Government will also set up India Debt Resolution Company Ltd. (IDRCL) along 

with NARCL.  

ü The IDRCL is a service company or an operational entity wherein public sector banks 

(PSBs) and PFIs will hold a maximum of 49% stake and the rest will be with private-

sector lenders. When the assets are sold, with the help of IDRCL, the commercial 

banks will be paid back the rest. 

  4. ALSO IN NEWS
 

 



 

THE INDIAN 

SCIENCE 

CONGRESS 

 

ü The Indian Science Congress Association was started in the 

year 1914 in Kolkata and has a membership of more than 

30,000 scientists. 

ü This professional body established in 1914 falls under the 

Science and Technology Department of the Ministry of 

Science and Technology, Government of India 

ü It owes its origin to the foresight and initiative of two 

British chemists, namely, Professor J. L. Simonsen and 

Professor P. S. MacMahon.  

ü It occurred to them that scientific research in India might be 

stimulated if an annual meeting of research workers 

somewhat on the lines of the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science could be arranged. 

 

 

THE NATIONAL 

GANGA 

COUNCIL 

 

ü The National Ganga Council (NGC) was established in 

October 2016 after the National Ganga River Basin 

Authority was dissolved by the River Ganga (Rejuvenation, 

Protection, and Management) Authorities Order, 2016. The 

Ganga River Basin, comprising Ganga and its tributaries, 

has been entrusted to the Council with overarching 

responsibility for pollution control and rejuvenation. 

ü The Prime Minister is the ex-officio Chairperson for the 

NGC 

ü Union Minister for Water Resources, River Development 

and Ganga Rejuvenation will be the ex-officio Vice -

Chairperson. 

ü The jurisdiction of the NGC shall extend to the States 

comprising River Ganga Basin, namely, Himachal Pradesh, 

Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Uttarakhand, Madhya Pradesh, 

Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Jharkhand, Haryana, 

and the NCR of Delhi and such other States, having major 



tributaries of the River Ganga. 

ü Implementation of the National Ganga River Basin 

Authority's programmes, which are also backed by the 

World Bank. 
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